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The Structure of the Corporation 1976
this book examines the role of officers directors and shareholders in the governance of the modern
publicly held corporation

Re-creating the Corporation 1999
over the last three decades the average life expectancy of a corporation in north america has dipped well
below 20 years in fact by 1983 a full third of the 1970 fortune 500 companies had been acquired merged
or broken apart in this landmark book one of the business world s foremost pioneers russell l ackoff
delivers this indispensable guide for those hoping to beat these odds and to better navigate the
corporate challenges of the next millennium while most business and management schools continue to
teach the functions of a corporation separately production marketing finance personnel the reality is that
for a corporation to endure each division must work with the others to create an effective system re
creating the corporation is ackoff s masterful blueprint for understanding and creating these model
corporate systems in four comprehensive sections background process designs and change ackoff lays
out in clear concise prose the five organizational goals of successful corporate systems plan effectively
learn and adapt rapidly democratize introduce internal market economies and employ a flexible structure
that will minimize the need for future restructuring and through a deft mix of practical and theoretical
examples drawn from a wide range of applications in a wide range of firms this book ultimately guides
executives to the system best suited to meet their organizational goals re creating the corporation which
is the culmination of a lifetime of innovative and insightful business thought from one of the business
world s premier thinkers is essential reading for those attempting to navigate the rapidly changing
economic environment of the next millennium

The Political Constitution of the Corporation 2020-04-24
in this insightful book alexander styhre examines how corporations often understood primarily as
economic entities or legal devices seek to influence and shape the market and the wider society in which
they operate given the scope of such activities in most advanced economies styhre argues that
corporations are political agents in their own right and that they must be critically analyzed in these
terms

The Concept of the Corporation 1964
the english east india company was the mother of the modern multinational its trading empire encircled
the globe importing asian luxuries such as spices textiles and teas but it also conquered much of india
with its private army and broke open china s markets with opium the company s practices shocked its
contemporaries and still reverberate today the corporation that changed the world is the first book to
reveal the company s enduring legacy as a corporation this expanded edition explores how the four
forces of scale technology finance and regulation drove its spectacular rise and fall for decades the
company was simply too big to fail and stock market bubbles famines drug running and even duels
between rival executives are to be found in this new account for robins the company s story provides
vital lessons on both the role of corporations in world history and the steps required to make global
business accountable today



The Corporation Problem 1891
in this landmark work on corporate power especially as it relates to women rosabeth moss kanter the
distinguished harvard management thinker and consultant shows how the careers and self images of the
managers professionals and executives and also those of the secretaries wives of managers and women
looking for a way up are determined by the distribution of power and powerlessness within the
corporation this new edition of her award winning book has a major new afterward in which the author
reviews and analyzes how attitudes and practices within the corporate power structure have changed in
the 1990s

The Corporation That Changed the World 2012-10-30
a compilation of articles by different authors discussing the various aspects of a corporation including its
development functions responsiblities authority and the corporate conscience

Men and Women of the Corporation 2008-08-04
from the acclaimed authors of a future perfect comes the untold story of how the company became the
world s most powerful institution like all groundbreaking books the company fills a hole we didn t know
existed revealing that we cannot make sense of the past four hundred years until we place that
seemingly humble victorian innovation the joint stock company in the center of the frame with their
trademark authority and wit economist editors john micklethwait and adrian wooldridge reveal the
company to be one of history s great catalysts for good and for ill a mighty engine for sucking in
recombining and pumping out money goods people and culture to every corner of the globe what other
earthly invention has the power to grow to any size and to live to any age what else could have given us
both the stock market and the british empire the company man the company town and company time
disneyfication and mcdonald sization to say nothing of coca colonialism through its many mutations the
company has always incited controversy and governments have always fought to rein it in today though
marx may spin in his grave and anarchists riot in the streets the company exercises an unparalleled
influence on the globe and understanding what this creature is and where it comes from has never been
a more pressing matter to the rescue come these acclaimed authors with a short volume of truly vast
range and insight

The Corporation in a Democratic Society 1975
the most successful business book of the last decade reengineering the corporation is the pioneering
work on the most important topic in business today achieving dramatic performance improvements this
book leads readers through the radical redesign of a company s processes organization and culture to
achieve a quantum leap in performance michael hammer and james champy have updated and revised
their milestone work for the new economy they helped to create promising to help corporations save
hundreds of millions of dollars more raise their customer satisfaction still higher and grow ever more
nimble in the years to come

The Company 2003-03-04
excerpt from the corporation problem the public phases of corporations their uses abuses benefits



dangers wealth and power with a discussion of the social industrial economic and political questions to
which they have given rise the author in the course of the preparation of a treatise on corporation law
became familiar with many facts and principles relative to corporations which however did not come
within the scope of a work on law the law of corporations is a subject distinct from that of the public
phases and business methods of corporations accordingly the author separated the two and having
completed a treatise on the former he now presents a book on the latter about the publisher forgotten
books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this
book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the
aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Reengineering the Corporation 2009-10-13
written more than a half century ago the modern corporation and private property remains the
fundamental introduction to the internal organization of the corporation in modern society combining the
analytical skills of an attorney with those of an economist berle and means raise the central questions
even when their answers have been superseded by changing circumstances this volume remains of
valuable to all those concerned with the evolution of this major social institution

The Corporation Problem 2017-09-18
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base
of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly
other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual
or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate
your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant

The Conduct of the Corporation 1962
ドラッカーの第3作目の著作 第二次大戦の末期 gmの経営を内部から調べ 企業経営成功の秘密を探った その分析をもとに 企業とは何か 組織とはどうあるべきか という根源的な問題に焦点を
当てた 当のgm関係者からは 反gm 反企業の 禁書 扱いとなったが 本書を契機として マネジメント は学問領域として認められていった 現代経営論の金字塔

The Modern Corporation and Private Property 1991-01-01
taming the corporation offers a much needed positive vision of regulation using numerous case examples
to address real life challenges it stresses the role of good regulation in allowing businesses to flourish
serve markets effectively and respect broader interests and provides a method of designing regulation in
its most productive form

The Corporation Problem 2022-10-27
drucker looks at the general motors managerial organization from within during the closing years of
world war ii he tries to understand what makes the company work so effectively what are its core



principles and how they contribute to its successes the themes his volumes addresses go far beyond the
business corporation into a consideration of the dynamics of the so called corporate state itself

ドラッカー名著集11 企業とは何か 2008-03-13
from arthur c clarke award nominated author ken macleod an action packed space opera told against a
backdrop of interstellar drone warfare virtual reality and an a i revolution in deep space ruthless
corporations vie for control of scattered mining colonies and war is an ever present threat led by seba a
newly sentient mining reboot an ai revolution grows fighting them is carlos a grunt who is reincarnated
over and over again to keep the freeboots in check but he s not sure whether he s on the right side
against a backdrop of interstellar drone combat carlos and seba must either find a way to rise above the
games their masters are playing or die and even dying might not be the end of it the corporation warsthe
corporation wars dissidence the corporation wars insurgencethe corporation wars emergence

Taming the Corporation 2020-11-19
なぜ企業は不祥事を繰り返すのか 企業はサイコパス 人格障害 であるからという仮設の元に グローバル化した企業を検証する

The Conduct of the Corporation 2013-08
the untold story of how efforts to hold big business accountable changed american capitalism recent
controversies around environmental social and governance esg investing and woke capital evoke an old
idea the progressive era vision of a socially responsible corporation by midcentury the notion that big
business should benefit society was a consensus view but as kyle edward williams s brilliant history
taming the octopus shows the tools forged by new deal liberals to hold business leaders accountable
such as the securities and exchange commission narrowly focused on the financial interests of
shareholders this inadvertently laid the groundwork for a set of fringe views to become dominant that
market forces should rule every facet of society along the way american capitalism itself was reshaped
stripping businesses to their profit making core in this vivid and surprising history we meet activists
investors executives and workers who fought over a simple question is the role of the corporation to
deliver profits to shareholders or something more on one side were business statesmen who believed
corporate largess could solve social problems on the other were libertarian intellectuals such as milton
friedman and his oft forgotten contemporary henry manne whose theories justified the ruthless tactics of
a growing class of corporate raiders but williams reveals that before the activist investor emerged as a
capitalist archetype civil rights groups used a similar playbook for different ends buying shares to change
a company from within as a rising tide of activists pushed corporations to account for societal harms from
napalm to environmental pollution to inequitable hiring a new idea emerged that managers could
maximize value for society while still turning a maximal profit this elusive ideal stakeholder capitalism
still dominates our headlines today williams s necessary history equips us to reconsider democracy s
tangled relationship with capitalism

Concept of the Corporation 1983
over the last 150 years the corporation has risen from relative obscurity to become the world s dominant
economic institution the author an eminent canadian law professor and legal theorist contends that today
s corporation is a pathological institution a dangerous possessor of the great power it wields over people
and societies 2004



The Corporation Wars Trilogy 2018-12-11
excerpt from the modern corporation its mechanism methods formation and management in this fourth
edition of the modern corporation the author has made the various changes necessary to bring the
volume up to date has made such minor emendations in the text as seemed desirable and has added to
the number of its forms the most important change is however in the arrangement of the volume the
consideration of the mechanism and management of corporations now preceding the discussion of their
organization instead of following it as before the former arrangement was logical but from the practical
standpoint one unfamiliar with corporate matters requires a knowledge of corporate mechanism and
procedure and of the ends to be attained by incorporation before this latter subject can be intelligently
considered and for this reason the change referred to has been made about the publisher forgotten
books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this
book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the
aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

ザ・コーポレーション 2008-07
two great achievements raising up the poor and animating civil society provide powerful moral claims for
business corporations but this book argues that many new schemes for corporate governance jeopardize
these achievements

The Corporation in Modern Society 1966
the corporation and the constitution is a significant contribution to modern constitutional and corporate
scholarship it offers a coherent theory of applying the constitution to the corporation and it forces
scholars to appreciate the developments that have taken place totally outside the realm of traditional
scholarly discourse on the constitution

A Catalogue of the Library of the Corporation of London 1859
excerpt from business organization and combination an analysis of the evolution and nature of business
organization in the united states and a tentative solution of the corporation and trust problems this book
deals with the organization of business enterprises chiefly in the united states while the author has
designed the book for use in american colleges and universities he has kept in mind the interests of the
business man and of the general reader it is hoped that the book will be of service to that large class of
thoughtful business men who desire a comprehensive knowledge of the economic and legal aspects of
the organizations with which they are associated to accomplish his design the author has avoided unduly
technical language wherever possible and has sought to explain any unusual usage numerous concrete
illustrations of business organization are given indeed the author believes that in no similar work will so
large a mass of up to date illustrative data be found it is believed that the reader may secure from the
following pages a good general knowledge of the legal principles which concern the various forms of
business organization and combination on several important points the leading cases are cited if the
book has any merits one of them must be its careful definition of terms and its accurate classification of
forms much thought has been given to accomplishing these ends without going so far from the current



usage as to make the definitions and classifications impracticable it is modestly hoped therefore that the
work may serve as a step toward a more systematic and scientific knowledge of the forms of business
organization especial study has been given to the problem of making the corporation a more desirable
citizen than it now is in connection with that problem the reader s attention is invited to the suggestion
that a new form of organization is needed in the united states a limited liability association which will
occupy the gap between the partnership and the corporation about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged
copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in
our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Taming the Octopus: The Long Battle for the Soul of the
Corporation 2024-02-20
no detailed description available for the corporation in new jersey

Concept of the Corporation 1946
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base
of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly
other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual
or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure a
quality reading experience this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly
blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support
of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant

The Local Economic Development Corporation; Legal and
Financial Guidelines 1971
in an age when large corporations dominate the economic and political landscape it is tempting to think
that their power goes largely unchecked originally published in 2007 contesting the corporation counters
this view by showing that today s corporations are driven by political struggle power plays and attempts
to resist control building on a wide range of theoretical sources fleming and spicer present an analysis of
the different ways in which power operates within the modern workplace they begin by building a
theoretical perspective that synthesizes previous investigations of power and resistance identifying
struggle as a key concept each chapter illustrates a different dimension of workplace struggle through an
array of original empirical studies relating to sexuality cynicism new social movements and new wave
trade unionism the book concludes by demonstrating that social justice claims underlie even the most
innocuous forms of resistance helping to transform some of the largest modern corporations



The Corporation 2004

The Modern Corporation 2015-07-28

The Corporation in Modern Society 1972

The National Corporation Reporter 1896

Laws of the Corporation of the City of Washington, Passed by
the First- Council 1855

On Corporate Governance 1997

The Corporation and the Constitution 1995

Business Organization and Combination 2015-06-14

The Corporation Take-over 1964

"The Corporation" 1917

Inquiry Into the Operation of the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation and Its Subsidiaries Under Senate Resolution 132:
Dec. 3-12, 1947. pt. 2. Jan. 14-22, 1948 1948

Folk on the Delaware General Corporation Law, 7th Edition
1949



The Corporation in New Jersey 2021-09-09

The Conduct of the Corporation 2010-12-16

Contesting the Corporation
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